Program

El Mayor Deseo
(1867-1916)
Entrevue Grandes

**There will be a 10-minute intermission**

I Won't Mind
from The Other Franklin

(q. 1965)
Jeff Blumenkrantz

On the Steps of the Palace
from Into the Woods

(q. 1930)
Stephen Sondheim

On Street Scene
from Good God Blue Moon Be?

(1900-1950)
Kurt Weill

What Good Would the Moon Be?

***

Accidental Phone
from Love Life

Laurence O'Keefe

(1969)

Body and Soul
from One Touch of Venus

Johnny Green

(1908-1989)

Susan's Dream
from One Touch of Venus

Kurt Weill

(1900-1950)

***

C.
from The Medium

Francis Poulenc

(1899-1963)

Le Concert
from The Black Swan

Joseph Calleja

(1879-1957)

***

In Love's Sweet Name To strive
from Cesti's 'Festa'

Franz Schubert

(1797-1828)

Creation am Stimme de, D. 118 (Op. 2)
from Schobringe nell' Spagna

Dominico Scarlatti

(1683-1757)

English amateurs

Gian Carlo Menotti

(1911-2007)

In Love's Sweet Name To strive
from Cesti's 'Festa'

Drew Nichols

(1989)

Love in the Dictionary

Celia Donnelly

(1902-1986)